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STEP 1 - ATTACH PILE BRACKET TO THE PILE
INSTRUCTION:

1. 

of the piles at each end of the array.

2. Use a string line to position all middle brackets.

3. Use two Split Lock Washers (required for bonding) and 

6-10 Self- Drilling Screws, torque to 10 ft-lbs.

NOTES:

  See quote or design plans for the exact number and 

location of Self-Drilling Screws.

  Brackets with 6 or 8 screws may be installed 3/4" higher 

or lower to account for uneven support posts. 

  Brackets with 10 screws can be installed 1/4" higher or 

3/4" lower than shown.

  Be sure all screws are at least 1/4" from the top of the 

pile. 

STEP 2 - INSERT SLOT NUTS  INTO SIDE CHANNEL OF BASE RAIL
INSTRUCTION:

1. Insert Slot Nuts into the slots along the Base Rail (they 

will stay in place where inserted but can be adjusted).

Slot Nuts may also be installed in Step 3, depending on 

project size and installer preference.

NOTES:

  Your quote or engineering documents will specify which 

size Slot Nuts are required for your installation.

  The distance from end of rail to center of Slot Nut is 

dimension “F” in your quote or engineering documents.

  Drive Self-Drilling Screws at high torque and low-medium speeds. To accelerate installation, use Stick Wax 

or other steel lubricant.

  Use clamps or vice-grips to hold bracket while attaching screws.

TIP

Green indicates bonding 
hardware (actual parts 
are silver)

6 Hole Screw Patterns 8 Hole Screw Patterns 10 Hole Screw Pattern

Attach the �rst and last Pile Brackets to the south side 
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STEP 5 - CONNECT FIRST INS ERTION RAIL TO BASE RAIL
INSTRUCTION:

1. Making sure that the deep pocket opens downhill, place 

the Base Rail.

2. Install a Slot Nut and one Retaining Clip on the uphill 

edge of the Insertion Rail at each Base Rail intersection, 

torque to 25 ft-lbs.

NOTES:

  Setting the bottom rail straight is essential since it 

controls the alignment of the entire array. 

  Make sure cantilever length matches the correct plan 

length (dimension “I”). Check cantilever at each end to 

ensure proper tolerances. 

  Be sure to use the bolts marked “F593C” for 

Retaining Clips.TIP

  Using a 3 beam laser square  Bosch GPL 3T will 

accelerate installation. 

  If using wooden spacers, make sure the wood is dry.

  Take special care that each spacer is exactly the 

correct length. 

TIP

STEP 6 - SET THE SPACING BETWEEN  INSERTION RAILS 
INSTRUCTION:

1. Measure a module to be installed.

2. Cut at least two wooden spacers to 

precisely module height + 3/8".

3. Place the second Insertion Rail on the Base Rail with 

the spacers snug in the module pocket along the length 

of the Base Rail. 

4. Use a framing square or laser square to ensure rail ends 

5. Install two Retaining Clip Sets (one above and one 

below each Base Rail intersection) at all internal 

Insertion Rails, and torque to 25 ft-lbs. (Use a spacer 

when tightening to ensure rails are parallel). 

6. Repeat spacing for all nsertion Rails. 

NOTES:

  When squaring the Insertion Rail ends, do not rely on measuring to the Base Rail as a square reference. ALL Insertion Rails need 

to be square with the bottom insertion Rail. 

  Wooden spacers should be approximately 1" x 1" in width. Larger sizes (such as 2x4) will work, but should be trimmed to just 1" 

wide with a miter cut at each end.

  Top and bottom Insertion Rails must have one Retaining Clip installed under PV modules.

Laser Square

The top Insertion Rail requires only one Retaining Clip set on 

the downhill edge under the PV module, torque to 25 ft-lbs.

are square to the �rst Insertion Rail 

the �rst (lower most) Insertion Rail 1/2” from the end of 
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NOTES:

  Torque for all splice screws is 3 ft-lbs. 

  Systems with only Rigid Splices must use foam bumpers for 1/8" 

gap between modules.

  Any Insertion Rail shorter than twice the cantilever must be 

installed either in the middle of the array or with Rigid Splices.

  Pre-drill Insertion Rails as needed with 11/64" bit.

XL 18" RIGID SPLICE  - 16 SCREWS  TOTAL (8 PER SIDE) (4 PER SIDE FOR 12" SPLICE - SEE PAGE 5 FOR IMAGE)

XL 18" EXPANSION SPLICE  - 8 SCREWS  TOTAL (4 PER SIDE ) (2 PER SIDE FOR 12" SPLICE - SEE PAGE 5 FOR IMAGE)

STEP 7 - INSTALL SPLICES

INSTRUCTION:

1. Insert one end of the splice into Insertion Rail and attach with 1/4" SDS screws. 18" splices should be inserted 8-7/8" into rail; 12" 

splices should be inserted 5-7/8" into rail.

2. Place the next length of rail over the other side of the splice, leaving a 1/4" gap between rails.

 A. Rigid Splices are then attached to second rail.

 B. Expansion Splices are not  attached to allow for thermal expansion.

Your engineering documents will specify splice length, placement and instructions related to your array. Refer to them before 

preceding. Most systems utilize 18 splices, however 12"

  Retaining Clips make a perfect spacer between rail 

ends. Remove them after Insertion Rail is attached.TIP

1/2"

1/2"

8"

8"

“Orientation 
Bumps” 

face upward

7/8"

species are speci�ed for custom rail extrusions.  
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Module Grounding Option #2: DynoBond™

1. Attach a DynoBond™ jumper between each module frame in a PV string. Tap with a rubber mallet to seat jumpers.

2. Attach one approved ground lug to any module, and near a XXL Base Rail. 

3. Attach one Ground Shark to the Base Rail and connect Ground Shark to ground lug with a short AWG #6 or #10 solid bare copper 

wire.

4. Repeat for all PV strings within each table.

DynoBond™ 
Jumper

Module 
Frame SGB Lug

Bare Copper 
Wire

Ground 
Shark

Once per table 
continue bare 
copper wire to 
ground

All module and framework grounding and bonding methods described in this 
manual are UL 2703 Recognized.
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STEP 11 - ATTACH EDGE STOPS AND END CAPS
INSTRUCTION:

1. : place Edge Stops into position and attach using two 1/4" Stainless Steel Self Drilling Screws in the holes provided, 

torque to 2 ft-lbs.

2. : while squeezing the tabs, insert the End Cap into the open end of the Base Rail and tap it gently with a rubber mallet 

Edge Stop End Cap

STEP 12 - MANAGE THE DC WIRING
INSTRUCTION:

1. Collect the wires at the edge of the Insertion Rail so 

that the weight of the wire is supported by the Insertion 

Rail lip. 

2. Push the wire clip over the lip of the Insertion Rail, 

making sure the wire tie is closest to the module.

3. Remove slack from wires and pull the wire tie tight.

NOTES:

  The wire clip manages up to 2" diameter of DC wire 

along the east-west length of your array (approximately 

40 AWG #12 wires or 60 AWG #14 wires.)

  Install at least one wire clip per module. 

Wires
Wire Tie

Wire Clip

unit it sits �ush against the Base Rail.

Insertion Rail

 Base Rail
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